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ABSTRACT
This article investigates research article abstracts in terms of their rhetorical patterns and 
the use of verb tenses and voice. A total of 40 abstracts were selected from four international journals 
in the fields of Biology, Mechanical Engineering, Linguistics, and Medicine. A four-move model 
was adopted from Hardjanto (1997) to analyze the structure of the abstracts. The results show that 
all the abstracts have Move 1, creating a research space; 70% have Move 2, describing research 
procedure; 85% have Move 3, summarizing principal results; and 85% have Move 4, evaluating 
results. All the abstracts in medicine have Moves 1, 2, 3 and 4, whereas the most common pattern 
in Biology is Moves 1, 3 and 4, in Mechanical Engineering Moves 1, 2 and 3, and in Linguistics 
Moves 1, 2 and 4. This seems to suggest that there is a disciplinary variation in the structuring of RA 
abstracts in the four disciplines under investigation. With regard to the use of verb tense and voice 
in each move, the present tense and past tense in the active voice and the past tense in the passive 
voice were the most frequently used tenses. The present tense in the active voice was frequently 
used in Moves 1 and 4, while the past tense in the active voice was commonly used in Move 3 and 
the past tense in the passive voice was frequently found in Move 2. Furthermore, it was found that 
the present tense in the active voice was frequently used in Biology, Mechanical Engineering and 
Linguistics, whereas the past tense in the active voice occurred more frequently in Medicine, and 
the past tense in the passive voice was more frequently found in Mechanical Engineering than in 
other disciplines. 
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INTRODUCTION
Almost every research article (RA) published 
in an international scientific journal begins with 
an abstract. It is usually the first thing that people 
would read before deciding to continue to read the 
article in its entirety. As ‘an abbreviate, accurate, 
representation of a document’ (ANSI, 1979:1), an 
abstract conveys to the readers what they should 
expect when reading the full article. Huckin (2001) 
defines the function of an abstract as a mini-text, 
a screening device, a preview, and an index. The 
conciseness and accuracy of an abstract enables 
readers to evaluate and decide whether it is 
significant or relevant for them to read further the 
full article or not. 
One of the important features of an RA 
abstract is the organizational content of the 
text which is the division of the abstract into 
rhetorical moves representing the sections in 
it. According to Swales (2004:228), a move is 
a ‘discoursal or rhetorical unit that performs a 
coherent communicative function in a written or 
spoken discourse.’ There have been several move 
models proposed for the rhetorical structures of 
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RA abstracts which vary in number and function. 
For example, Hyland (2000) proposed a five move 
structure consisting of Introduction, Purpose, 
Method, Product, and Conclusion.  Santos (1996) 
also proposed a five-move model. Like Hyland the 
number of moves proposed by Santos is similar but 
the functions of the moves are slightly different. 
Santos’ model consists of five functions: situating 
the research, presenting the research, describing 
the methodology, summarizing the results and 
discussing the research whereas Bhatia (1993), 
proposed a four-move model consisting of purpose, 
method, results, and conclusion. Hardjanto (1997) 
like Bhatia proposed a four-move model. However, 
the difference between Hardjanto’s and Bhatia’s 
models lies in the function of the moves. Hardjanto 
proposed four moves consisting of creating a 
research space, describing research procedure, 
summarizing principal results and evaluating 
results. By applying Hardjanto’s model, the 
rhetorical organization of abstracts taken from four 
scientific disciplines were explored. 
Another focus of examination of the RA 
abstracts is the linguistic features of the moves. 
Many researchers have discussed the verb tense 
and voice found in the moves in RA abstracts. 
According to Swales and Feak (2004), although the 
present tense is often used in opening statements 
and conclusions, sentences showing the results 
are often written in various tenses based on the 
various disciplines. In her study of verb forms used 
in medical abstracts, Salager-Meyer (1992) found 
that the present tense is used to emphasize the 
relevance of previous research, whereas the past 
tense is used to indicate the undeveloped nature of 
previous findings. Graetz as quoted in Hardjanto 
(1997:99) stated that:
The abstract is characterized by the 
use of past tense, third person, passive, 
and the non-use of negatives. It avoids 
subordinate clauses, uses phrases instead 
of clauses, words instead of phrases. It 
avoids abbreviation, jargons, symbols 
and other language shortcuts which might 
lead to confusion. It is written in tightly 
worded sentences, which avoids repetition, 
meaningless expressions, superlatives, 
adjectives, illustrations, preliminaries, 
descriptive details, examples, footnotes. In 
short it eliminates the redundancy which the 
skilled reader counts on finding in written 
language and which usually facilitates 
comprehension.
In contradiction to Graetz’s statement, Hardjanto 
(1997) found that there is a high percentage of 
the present tense and active voice in the 50 RA 
abstracts which he selected from five academic 
journals. 
The purpose of the present study is to extend 
the study initiated by Hardjanto (1997), that 
is, to analyze the rhetorical patterns of the RA 
abstracts. Another focus of examination is the 
preferred tenses and voice used in each move of the 
abstracts. The analysis was limited to finite verbs. 
The nature of the research is exploratory because 
only 40 abstracts from four different disciplines 
were analyzed. Thus, the results might not be 
applicable to other fields of study.
METHOD
The Corpus
The corpus used in this research consists of 
40 RA abstracts taken from four scientific journals 
published in 2013 in four disciplines: 
Biology : The Plant Cell (TPC) 
Engineering : Journal of Mechanical 
Engineering (JME)
Linguistics : Journal of Pragmatics (JP) 
Medicine : The American Journal of 
Medicine (TAJM)
The RA abstracts were chosen because of the 
following reasons. First, the abstracts were not 
taken from the indexing journals or abstracting 
journals but from primary journals which are 
reputable in the corresponding fields of study. 
Second, the selected journal should be listed in 
Thompson Reuters’ 2010 Web of Science, Arts and 
Humanities Citation Index, Science Citation Index 
or Social Science Citation Index. Third, the selected 
abstracts were taken from articles reporting results 
of experimental research. Accordingly, 10 RA 
abstracts were selected from each journal, and 
coded according to their disciplines, BIO 01-10 for 
Biology, LING 01-10 for Linguistics, ENG 01-10 
for Engineering, and MED 01-10 for Medicine.
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Analysis of move structure
Compared to the move models proposed by 
Bhatia (1993) and Santos (1996), Hardjanto’s 
(1997) four move model is considered to be more 
suited for the analysis of the selected RA abstracts 
because it accomodates the moves found in the RA 
abstracts analyzed in the present research.
Below is the four move model proposed by 
Hardjanto (1997:116).
Move 1: Creating a Research Space
      Step 1: Establishing the field
 Step 2: Preparing for present research
  Step 3: Introducing present research
Move 2: Describing Research Procedure
 Step 1: Presenting the data
 Step 2: Describing the methods
Move 3: Summarizing Principal Results
Move 4: Evaluating Results
 Step 1: Drawing conclusion
 Step 2: Comparing results
 Step 3: Indicating discussion      
With the above model used as the framework, 
each move in the RA abstracts was coded M1 for 
Move 1, M2 for Move 2, M3 for Move 3, and 
M4 for Move 4. The aim of the analysis is to see 
whether all the RA abstracts have the four move 
structure. Kanoksilapatham (2005) suggests that 
if a move occurs in every RA abstract (100%), it 
is regarded as obligatory, if the occurence of the 
move ranges from 60-99%, it is considered as a 
conventional move but if the occurence is less 
than 60%, it is considered as an optional move. 
This criteria was used to determine whether a 
move in the RA abstracts in various disciplines is 
obligatory, conventional or optional by recording 
the frequency of a particular move. 
The following are two examples of RA 
abstracts that have been coded. The first abstract is 
taken from a medical RA abstract (MED 10) which 
conforms to Hardjanto’s (1997) four-move model: 
M1-M2-M3-M4. The second abstract is taken from 
a Biology RA abstract (BIO 06) which has a three-
move structure: M1-M3-M4.
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Example 1
Health Consequences among Subjects Involved in Gulf Oil Spill Clean-up Activities 
(MED 10)
<M1> Creating a Research Space
Oil spills are known to affect human health through the exposure of inherent hazardous chemicals 
such as para-phenols and volatile benzene. This study assessed the adverse health effects of 
the Gulf oil spill exposure in subjects participating in the clean-up activity along the coast of 
Louisiana.
<M2> Describing Research Procedure
This retrospective study included subjects that had been exposed and unexposed to the oil spill 
and dispersant. Using medical charts, clinical data including white blood cell count, platelets 
count, hemoglobin, hematocrit, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, alkaline phosphatase (ALP), 
aspartate amino transferase (AST), alanine amino transferase (ALT), and somatic symptom 
complaints by the subjects were reviewed and analyzed.
<M3> Summarizing Principal Results
A total of 247 subjects (oil spill exposed, n = 117 and unexposed, n = 130) were included. 
Hematologic analysis showed that platelet counts (× 103 per μL) were significantly decreased in 
the exposed group compared with those in the group unexposed to the oil spill (252.1 ± 51.8 vs 
269.6 ± 77.3, P = .024). Conversely, the hemoglobin (g per dL) and hematocrit (%) levels were 
significantly increased among oil spill-exposed subjects compared with the unexposed subjects 
(P = .000). Similarly, oil spill-exposed subjects had significantly higher levels of ALP (76.3 ± 
21.3 vs 61.2 ± 26.9 IU/L, P = .000), AST (31.0 ± 26.3 vs 22.8 ± 11.8 IU/L, P = .004), and ALT 
(34.8 ± 26.6 vs 29.8 ± 27 IU/L, P = .054) compared with the unexposed subjects.
<M4> Evaluating Results
The results of this study indicate that clean-up workers exposed to the oil spill and dispersant 
experienced significantly altered blood profiles, liver enzymes, and somatic symptoms.
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Example 2
Formation of a Functional Maize Centromere after Loss of Centromeric Sequences 
and Gain of EctopicSequences (BIO 06)
<M1> Creating a Research Space
The maize (Zea mays) B centromere is composed of B centromere–specific repeats (ZmBs), 
centromere-specific satellite repeats (CentC), and centromeric retrotransposons of maize (CRM). 
Here we describe a newly formed B centromere in maize, which has lost CentC sequences and 
has dramatically reduced CRM and ZmBs sequences, but still retains the molecular features of 
functional centromeres, such as CENH3, H2A phosphorylation at Thr-133, H3 phosphorylation 
at Ser-10, and Thr-3 immunostaining signals. 
<M3> Summarizing Principal Results
This new centromere is stable and can be transmitted to offspring through meiosis. Anti-CENH3 
chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing revealed that a 723-kb region from the short arm of 
chromosome 9 (9S) was involved in the formation of the new centromere. The 723-kb region, 
which is gene poor and enriched for transposons, contains two abundant DNA motifs. Genes 
in the new centromere region are still transcribed. The original 723-kb region showed a higher 
DNA methylation level compared with native centromeres but was not significantly changed 
when it was involved in new centromere formation. 
<M4> Evaluating Results
Our results indicate that functional centromeres may be formed without the known centromere-
specific sequences, yet the maintenance of a high DNA methylation level seems to be crucial for 
the proper function of a new centromere.
Analysis of Verb Tense and Voice in the 
Moves
Swales (1990) indicates that different tenses 
are used to mark different moves in abstracts 
because they show the different functions of 
the moves. Malcolm (1987) in line with Swales 
(1990) suggests that the choice of a verb tense 
is mainly based on their rhetorical functions in 
research articles. Thus, the purpose of this study is 
to analyze the tenses and voice of finite verbs used 
in different moves of the abstracts with regard to 
their frequency, distribution and functions. The 
tenses and voice of finite verbs in each move of 
the abstracts were studied and tagged to note their 
frequency and distribution. 
Results and Discussion
As mentioned previously, all the 40 abstracts 
in the corpus were analyzed using Hardjanto’s 
(1997) four-move model for their rhetorical 
patterns. Table 1 summarizes the results of the 
analysis of Biology RA abstracts.
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Table 1 
Rhetorical Patterns of Biology Abstracts
Abstract <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4> <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
BIO 01 <M1> <M3> <M4> 
BIO 02 <M1> <M3> <M4>
BIO 03 <M1> <M3> <M4>
BIO 04 <M1> <M3> <M4>
BIO 05 <M1> <M3> <M4> <M3>
BIO 06 <M1> <M3> <M4>
BIO 07 <M1> <M2> <M3>
BIO 08 <M1> <M3> <M4>
BIO 09 <M1> <M3> <M4>
BIO 10 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
Total of occurrences 100% 20% 100% 90% 10%
Table 1 shows 4 different move patterns 
found in Biology RA abstracts. There are RA 
abstracts that use a 3 move structure, and a 4 move 
structure. However there are also RA abstracts that 
use a 5 move structure with a cyclical pattern. In 
the cyclical pattern a move re-occurs in the RA 
abstract.
The table also shows that 7 abstracts (70%) 
contain three moves (Moves 1, 3 and 4), one 
abstract (10%) contains all the 4 moves in the order 
of M1-M2-M3-M4, one abstract (10%) contains 
three moves (Moves 1, 3 and 4) and 1 abstract 
(10%) has three moves (moves 1, 3 and 4), one 
of which (Move 3) is used again after Move 4 
(cycled).
Table 1 reveals that all the RA abstracts open 
with Move 1: Creating a Research Space (100%). 
The least frequently used move in the RA abstracts 
is Move 2 which describes the research procedure 
including presenting the data and describing the 
methods. It is only used in 20% of the RA abstracts. 
This suggests that describing research procedure is 
not emphasized in the abstracts in this discipline. 
The writers did not write the procedure of the 
research in the abstracts but directly summarized 
the results followed by an evaluation of the results. 
In one abstract (BIO 05), Move 3 is used cyclically 
which means that it reoccurs in the abstract. Most 
of the RA abstracts close with move 4: Evaluating 
Results.
The results in Table 1 show that creating 
a research space (M1), summarizing principal 
result (M3) and evaluating the result (M4) are 
the obligatory moves in Biology RA abstracts. 
Although there is a variety of move patterns, the 
most frequent pattern used is M1-M3-M4. 80% of 
the RA abstracts used this pattern.
To determine whether a move is obligatory, 
convent ional  or  opt ional ,  the  f requency 
of a particular move is counted. In line with 
Kanoksilapatham (2005) it can be concluded that 
Move 1: Creating a research Space and Move 3: 
Summarizing Principal Results are considered 
obligatory  because their occurences are 100%, 
and Move 4: Evaluating Results is considered 
conventional in Biology RA abstracts because the 
occurrence is more than 60%. However Move 2: 
Describing Research Procedure is considered as 
an optional move because its occurrence is less 
than 60%.
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Table 2 
Rhetorical Patterns of Mechanical Engineering Abstracts
JME <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4> <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
ENG 01 <M1> <M3>
ENG 02 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
ENG 03 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
ENG 04 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
ENG 05 <M1> <M4> <M2> <M3>
ENG 06 <M1> <M2> <M3>
ENG 07 <M1> <M2> <M3>
ENG 08 <M1> <M2> <M3>
ENG 09 <M1> <M2> <M3>
ENG 10 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
Total of occurrences 100% 80% 90% 50% 10% 10%
Table 2 presents the moves found in RA 
abstracts from Mechanical Engineering. The table 
demonstrates that 40% of the abstracts consists of 
all the four moves while the other 60% does not 
conform to Hardjanto’s (1979) proposed move 
pattern but has different models of move patterns. 
An analysis of the move structure of each abstract 
in the corpus reveals that the abstracts show four 
different move structures. Four abstracts (40%) 
contain all the four moves in the order of M1-M2-
M3-M4, four other abstracts (40%) have three 
moves (Moves 1, 2 and 3), one abstract (10%) has 
four moves with a different order which is M1-
M4-M2-M3, and one abstract (10%) contains two 
moves (Moves 1 and 3). 
The results seem to suggest that abstracts 
in Mechanical Engineering tend to have one 
obligatory move, which is Move 1: Creating a 
research Space with 100% occurrences in the 
abstracts. Whereas Move 2: Describing Research 
Procedure with 80% occurrences and Move 
3: Summarizing Principal Results with 90% 
occurrences are considered as conventional moves. 
However Move 4: Evaluating Results has the 
lowest frequency with 50% occurrences making 
it an optional move in Mechanical Engineering 
RA abstracts. This suggests that presenting result 
evaluation may not be important in Mechanical 
Engineering abstracts.
Table 3 
Rhetorical Patterns of Linguistics Abstracts
JP <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4> <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
LIN 01 <M1> <M4>
LIN 02 <M1> <M2> <M4> <M3> <M4>
LIN 03 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
LIN 04 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
LIN 05 <M1> <M3> <M4>
LIN 06 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
LIN 07 <M1> <M2> <M4>
LIN 08 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
LIN 09 <M1> <M2> <M4>
LIN 10 <M1> <M2> <M4>
Total of occurrences 100% 80% 50% 100% 10% 10%
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Table 3 indicates that the abstracts have a 
variety of move patterns. Not all the abstracts 
take the move pattern proposed by Hardjanto 
(1997). Although some of the abstracts have four 
move patterns, they do not follow the moves 
consecutively. Four abstracts (40%) have four 
moves in the order of M1-M2-M3-M4, four other 
abstracts (40%) have three moves (M1, M2 and 
M4), and one abstract (10%) contains two moves 
(M1 and M4). In one abstract, (LIN 02), Move 4 
is used cyclically (M1-M2-M4-M3-M4) which 
means that it reoccurs in the abstract. 
The results show that abstracts in Linguistics 
tend to have two obligatory moves; Move 1: 
Creating a Research Space with 100% occurrences, 
and Move 4: Evaluating Results with 100% 
occurrences. Move 2: Describing Research 
Procedure with 80% occurrences, is a conventional 
move because the frequency of occurrence is 
greater than 60%. The table  also shows that 
Move 3: Summarizing Principal Results has a low 
frequency of occurrence, less than 60%  making it 
an optional move in the RA abstracts. This suggests 
that summarizing the results is not given priority in 
Linguistics RA abstracts.
Table 4 
Rhetorical Patterns of Medical Abstracts
TAJM <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4> <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 01 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 02 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 03 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 04 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 05 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 06 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 07 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 08 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 09 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
MED 10 <M1> <M2> <M3> <M4>
Total of Occurrences 100% 100% 100% 100%
It is indicated in table 4 that all the RA 
abstracts conform to the M1-M2-M3-M4 move 
pattern: creating a Research Space, Describing 
Research Procedure, Summarizing Principal 
Results and Evaluating Results proposed by 
Hardjanto (1979). Based on their frequency, all 
the moves are obligatory moves because of the 
100% occurences. It can then be concluded that 
it is obligatory that RA abstracts from Medicine 
journals have all the moves mentioned.
Based on the analysis of all the RA abstracts, 
Move 1: Creating a Research Space is obligatory 
for all the disciplines (100%); Move 2: Describing 
Research Procedures is obligatory for Medicine 
(100%), conventional for two other diciplines: 
Engineering (80%), and Linguistics (80%) and 
optional for Biology (20%). Move 3: Summarizing 
Principal Results is  obligatory for RA abstracts in 
2 disciplines namely Biology (100%) and Medicine 
(100%), conventional for Engineering (90%), and 
optional for Linguistics (50%) RA abstracts; Move 
4: Evaluating Results is obligatory for RA abstracts 
in 2 disciplines namely Linguistics (100%) and 
Medicine (100%), conventional for Biology (90%), 
and optional for Engineering (50%) RA abstracts. 
The result of the analysis of the move structure 
reveals that Move 1 is obligatory for all disciplines, 
Move 2 is obligatory only for Medicine but is 
absent in the other disciplines. Describing research 
procedure is not considered substantial by the other 
three diciplines, Biology, Mecahnical Engineering 
and Linguistics. Move 3 is obligatory for Biology 
and Medicine, and Move 4 is obligatory for 
Medicine and Linguistics. Thus the analysis 
reveals that there is a disciplinary variation in the 
rhetorical pattern of each discipline. 
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VERB TENSE AND VOICE IN RA 
ABSTRACTS 
This section presents the results of the analysis 
of the use of verb tense and voice in RA abstracts 
found in four disciplines; Biology, Mechanical 
Engineering, Linguistics and Medicine. The first 
step in the analysis was to count the number of 
words found in each move of the four disciplines 
as shown in table 5 in order to be able to determine 
the distribution of the finite verbs.
Table 5 
The total number of words in each move of the four disciplines
Moves
Disciplines
Biology Mechanical Engineering Linguistics Medicine Total words
Move 1 706 913 341 508 2,468
Move 2 58 374 364 789 1.585
Move 3 902 477 505 1,171 3,055
Total  words 2,038 1,897 1,679 2,873 8,487
It can be seen from the data presented in table 
5 that the total number of words of the RA abstracts 
from each discipline is not the same. Medicine has 
the highest number of words which is 2,873 words 
compared to Biology, 2,038 words, Mechanical 
Engineering, 1,897 words and Medicine, 2,873 
words. Due to the fact that the lengths of the 
abstracts of each discipline are not the same, the 
analysis of the frequency and distribution of tense 
and voice is not based on percentage but on the 
number of finite verbs per 1,000 words. 
The total number of finite verbs identified 
and counted in the four disciplines is a total of 544 
finite verbs. The frequency of the finite verbs was 
counted to determine the variations found in all the 
disciplines.
Table 6 
Distribution of finite verbs by Discipline
Moves
Disciplines
Biology Mechanical Engineering Linguistics Medicine Total 
Move 1 20.12 31.63 13.70 10.79 76.24
Move 2 1.47 13.18 16.68 14.27 45.60
Move 3 33.37 15.29 22.04 22.28 92.98
Total Finite verbs 
per 1,000 words 66.74 63.26 73.26 57.43 260.69
Table 6 shows the distribution of finite verbs 
per 1,000 words across disciplines. The highest 
frequency of the finite verbs is found in Linguistics 
RA abstracts with 73.26 occurrences per 1,000 
words, whereas RA abstracts in Biology have 
66.74 finite verbs per 1,000 words, Mechanical 
Engineering has 63.26 finite verbs per 1,000 words 
and  Medicine has 57.43 finite verbs per 1,000 
words.
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Table 7 
Frequency and Distribution of Verb Tense and Voice by Discipline
Finite Verbs Biology Mechanical Engineering Linguistics Medicine Total
Active     
Present 25.52 27.41 35.14   7.66 95.73
Past 17.66   4.22   6.55 27.50 55.93
Perfect*   3.43   1.06   1.19    2.43 8.11
Other** 0 0 0 0 0
Subtotal finite verbs per 
1,000 words 46.61 32.69 42.88 37.59 159.77
Passive     
Present 9.81 8.43 13.71 1.39 33.34
Past 5.41 16.34 8.93 14.62 45.30
Perfect* 0 0.53 0 0 0.53
Other** 0 0 0 0 0
Subtotal finite verbs per 
1,000 words 15.22 25.30 22.64 16.01 79.17
Modal     
Active 3.93 0 4.76 3.48 12.17
Passive 0.98 5.27 2.98 0.35 9.58
Subtotal finite verbs per 
1,000 words 4.91 5.27 7.74 3.83
21.75
Total finite verbs per 
1,000 words 66.74 63.26 73.26 57.43 260.69
Note:
*Perfect     = Present Perfect
**Other    = Progressive and Past Perfect
The data in table 7 shows that the highest 
frequency of present tense in the active voice 
is found in Linguistics RA abstracts with 35.14 
occurrences per 1,000 words. The second frequent 
use of present tense in the active voice is found in 
Mechanical Engineering RA abstracts with 27.41 
occurrences per 1,000 words and in Biology RA 
abstracts with 25.52 occurrences per 1,000 words. 
Whereas the highest frequency of past tense in the 
active voice is found in Medical RA abstracts with 
27.50 occurrences per 1,000 words.
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Table 8 
Frequency and distribution of tense and voice use across the four moves
Finite Verbs Move 1 Move 2 Move 3 Move 4
Active
Present 34.44 6.94 15.06 31.18 87.62
Past 6.48 9.46 30.11 7.98 54.03
Perfect* 5.27 0 1.64 0 6.91
Other** 0 0 0 0 0
Subtotal finite verbs per 1,000 words 46.19 16.40 46.81 39.16 148.56
Passive
Present 10.53 6.31 4.26 10.15 31.25
Past 1.22 37.85 11.13 1.45 51.65
Perfect* 0.41 0 0 0 0.41
Other** 0 0 0 0 0
Subtotal finite verbs per 1,000 words 12.16 44.16 15.39 11.60 83.31
Modal
Active Voice 2.43 0 0.65 13.05 16.13
Passive Voice  2.03 0.63 1.96 4.35 8.96
Subtotal finite verbs per 1,000 words  4.46 0.63 2.61 17.40 25.09
Total finite verbs per 1,000 words 62.80 61.20 64.81 68.16 256.97
Note:
*Perfect     = Present Perfect
**Other    = Progressive and Past Perfect
Table 8 presents the frequency and distribution 
of tense and voice across the four moves. The table 
shows the dominant use of  present tense in the 
active voice (34.44 occurrences per 1,000 words) in 
Move 1 and Move 4 (31.18 occurrences per 1,000 
words). It exceeds the use of the present tense in 
the active voice in Move 2 (6.94 occurrences per 
1,000 words) and Move 3 (15.06 occurrences 
per 1,000 words).  The data also suggest that the 
present tense in the active voice is frequently used 
in move 1: Creating a Research Space with 34.44 
occurrences per 1,000 words. Move 1, which is 
the introduction of an abstract, establishes the 
field of study, prepares for the present research 
and introduces the current research. In this move 
it was found that the present active voice is 
used. A high frequency of present active voice is 
found in Move 4: Evaluating Results with 31.18 
occurrences per 1,000 words. Move 4 evaluates 
the results by drawing conclusions, comparing 
results, and indicating discussion.  In other words, 
Move 4 which provides conclusions, results and 
discussions with present relevance is often written 
in the present active voice. The higher frequency 
of active voice in the RA abstracts also conveys a 
sense of immediacy. 
The table also shows that the use of past tense 
in the active voice is more significant in Move 
3 (30.11 occurrences per 1,000 words) which is 
Summarizing Principal Results exceeding that 
found in Move 2 (9.46 occurrences per 1,000 
words), Move 4 (7.98 occurrences per 1,000 
words), and Move 1 (6,48 occurrences per 1,000 
words). The Simple Past in the Active Voice is used 
in this move because it refers to past events and 
procedures. In Move 3, the past tense in the active 
voice is the second most frequent tense that marks 
the summarizing of the principal results. It shows 
that the experiment happened in the past and thus 
describing the results should also be in the past. In 
scientific English, the past tense is used to report 
the authors’ findings or results.
The use of the past passive tense in Move 2 
shows a significant frequency (37.85 occurrences 
per 1,000 words) compared to the other tenses in 
the passive voice. The past passive tense is used 
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in this move to indicate the function of reporting 
procedures and experiments performed. (Biber et 
al:1998) Move 2: Describing Research Procedure is 
in the past passive because in this move the writers 
explain how the research was done and the focus 
is more on the object rather than the subject. The 
table shows that the use of Active Voice ( 146.85 
occurrences per 1,000 words) is more frequent than 
the use of the Passive Voice (24.99 occurrences per 
1,000 words). The least used tense in the writing 
of an RA abstract is the Perfect Tense both in the 
active and passive voice (6.91 occurrences per 
1,000 words in active voice and 0.41 occurrences 
per 1,000 words in the passive voice) and Modals 
( 16.13 occurrences per 1,000 words in the active 
voice and 8.96 occurrences per 1,000 words in the 
passive voice) 
The findings in this research related to the use 
of tense and voice are compatible with Hardjanto’s 
(1997) suggestion that research article abstracts use 
finite verbs  in the present tense and active voice 
and are contrary to Graetz’s observation that the 
past tense and passive voice are commonly used 
in RA abstracts.
CONCLUSION
The research examined 40 RA abstracts 
from four journals in Biology, Mechanical 
Engineering, Linguistics and Medicine in terms 
of their rhetorical patterns and the use of tenses 
and voice. The findings of the research show 
that all of the Medicine RA abstracts have all 
the 4 moves proposed by Hardjanto (1997).  The 
data also shows that all of the RA abstracts in all 
disciplines—Biology, Mechanical Engineering, 
Linguistics and Medicine tended to open with 
Move 1: Creating a Research Space.
In general it can be concluded that the 
abstracts in Medicine has all the moves proposed 
by Hardjanto (1997) unlike the other RA abstracts 
from Biology which has only one occurrence, 
Mechanical Engineering has 4 occurrences, and 
Linguistics which have 4 occurrences of all the 
moves. Move 1, creating a Research Space, is found 
in all of the RA abstracts. Biology RA abstracts 
show that Move 2 which is describing research 
procedure is not given priority. Mechanical 
Engineering RA abstracts show that there are 
two main move patterns used:  M1-M2-M3-M4 
and M1-M2-M3.The analysis of abstracts across 
disciplines shows that different disciplines adopted 
different move structure in the writing of the RA 
abstracts.
Two tenses that are mostly used in the 
abstracts are present and past tense both in the 
active and passive voice. The results show that the 
present tense in the active voice is frequently used 
in Move 1 and Move 4. The tense that is least used 
is the perfect tense and Modal. The past tense in the 
active voice is frequently used in Move 3, whereas 
the past passive tense occurs frequently in Move 2 
of the RA abstracts. 
Concerning the verb tense in each move, the 
past tense in the active voice is frequently used in 
Move 3 because it is in this move that the writers 
summarize the principal results which is used to 
describe the experiment carried out in the past 
and the results of the experiment are also largely 
written in the past tense. It is used to refer to past 
findings. The past tense in the passive voice is the 
second most frequent tense used in Mechanical 
Engineering and Medicine RA abstracts.
By comparing and analyzing the results, it 
can be seen that the active voice is used more 
frequently in all the RA abstracts taken from 
Biology, Mechanical Engineering, Linguistics and 
Medicine in comparison to the passive voice.
The findings in this study have pedagogical 
implications for those who would like to know 
or master the conventions of academic writing in 
different fields of disciplines and to be familiarize 
writers of the variations in the writing of RA 
abstracts: the rhetorical moves and the tenses used 
in the moves.
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